We give a shoti proof of a lower bound for the smallest singular value mentioned by Hong and Pan. One of our results improves their theorem. We obtain another lower bound that is sharp. An example shows that these results can be quite accurate. 0 Elsevier Science Inc., 1997
INTRODUCTION
For convenience, we list all special notation used throughout the rest of this note: The spectral condition number of a given nonsingular matrix A E Cnx" is crr( A)/q.,( A). I n order to give an upper bound for a,( A)/q( AI, one needs a lower bound for on(A). See [2] for a detailed discussion.
In Section 2, a short proof of a lower bound for the smallest singular value of A is given. Moreover, the estimate is an improvement of Hong and Pan's result in [l] . In Section 3, we obtain another lower bound for the smallest singular value, which is sharp under the assumptions of (8) in Theorem 2 below. In Section 4, we give some examples and make some remarks about relations between Theorem 1 and Theorem 2.
AN IMPROVEMENT AND SHORT PROOF FOR HONG AND PAN'S LOWER BOUND
First, we prove the following lemma that will be needed.
LEMMA 1. Suppose A E C"'" (n 2 3) is nonsingular, with 11 Ally = Then a,( 4 > (Gr-')"ldet
Proof.
The arithmetic-geometric-mean inequality and the identity 1) Alli = u,"< A) + *es + a,,? A) give
Multiplying both sides of this inequality by a:( A), we obtain (det Al2 = det( A*A) = a:( A) a** m,"(A) Q in ;,"i"')"-'u;( A); 6.
(2) ??
The following theorem is the first main result of this note. 
Proof. Set
A' = ( g-yJ2A%( $q>...> --&J.
Since A' satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, it follows that
The corresponding result for rows can be proved in the same way.
??
One can easily obtain Hong and Pan's lower bound ( (3) Proof.
We will first show that the expression to be maximized has a finite supremum that is achieved. Set This concludes the proof of (5).
To prove (6), set t E c~(A)/c~_~(A), x E $(A)/$(A)~
Solving t&(x) = 0 for x gives x = (n -l)/(n -2). Thus
Since it follows that dm > Jm for all su lciently large R and each fned ff t < 1.
??
By Theorem 1 and Lemma 2, we have Thus, when t = 1 and r = bound is modest. However, is signij?cant for large n.
1, the improvement of (7) over Hong and Pan's when t -=K 1 and r -=z 1, the improvement of (7) 3. ANOTHER LOWER BOUND To prove our second main result, we need the following lemma, which is well known.
LEMMA 3 . Let (a,, . . . . a,> -C (b, ,..., b,) The following theorem is our second main result. Multiplying both sides of the above inequality by an2( A'), we obtain
[ u;( A$ -24 A') + S,2 < 0.
Since S, < 1, we have q2( A') > 1 -43 or q,( A') z (1 -d%)1'2
Now, there are two cases to consider: Thus, the case (9) is possible, with strict inequality, and for this matrix A, the case (8) does not hold.
These two examples show why it is necessary to divide Theorem 2 into the two cases (8) and (9).
